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Abstract
Renovations and Other Stories is a linked collection of ten fiction stories that examines the ways by which women renew or restore themselves. The collection is set in the imaginary city of St. Clair, South Carolina, a town balancing historical accuracy with the sensational tourist industry; Carolinians who trace their ancestries back to the American Revolution with suburban newcomers; and the notion of cherishing the past with moving forward. Many of the characters struggle with identity, whether it is regional or feminine individuality. The protagonists must challenge self-image when faced with situations that make them reconsider their places in their marriages, schools, jobs, and in their lives. Relationships among women, especially mother-daughter bonds, are an important motif throughout the collection. These stories cover the lifetimes of two generations of Carolinian women. A baker struggles to break free of her Northern transient upbringing. A history student yearns to escape her past as a victim of bullying to form a new, confident identity while saying goodbye to her estranged mother. Another girl explores the confused social politics of the South which alienate her from a childhood friend. I intend to examine, through fiction, how people come to appreciate one another, often a moment too late, and how sometimes we completely misunderstand ourselves.
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The Book of Renovations is the story of a man and his wife who do battle against the Valley of the Shadow of Death and the Beasts of the Book of Revelations with only a set of floor plans and a spotless credit rating. Get A Copy. Amazon. Start your review of The Book of Renovations and Other Stories. Write a review. Ashlyn added it Jan 02, 2019. Latest stories.

Faves for fall. Promotions. All promotions. Clothing. All clothing. Dresses. 2020w26 2020w26-startpage-startpage-customer-service. 2020w37 2020w37-startpage-startpage-product-care. 2020w36 2020w36-startpage-startpage. youandotherstories. Sign up for our newsletter and get 10% off. Sign up now. About. Read great renovation & maintenance stories to inspire and guide you on smart design, eco-friendly ideas, maintaining your home, and more. Curated by veteran Ottawa journalists, All Things Home is a locally based hub that connects residents with Ottawa's housing industry. It's your go-to website for stories, directories of professionals, tips and advice, links to resources, and more. Renovating for energy savings. Two important developments in energy-efficient renovations will have an impact on Ottawa homeowners. ...read more. Featured Expert. POSTED September 02, 2020. SOURCE Guest Post: Steve Maxwell. 5 tips for installing trim. Installing your own trim, moulding and baseboard is one of the most useful DIY home improvement ventures you can take on. ...read more. Multi-Story Renovations is a quest available at Level 17. Upon completion of this quest you unlock the ability to add multiple stories to your Sim's houses and the addition of the Woodworking Hobby. Completing this quest within the time limit of 6 days unlocks the "Escalators & Escalators" pack. "Time may vary depending on what star rating the item has. For completing the quest within the time limit, players will win the "Escalators and Elevators" pack, which includes several different elevators and